
Capture Your Moments with LSRC E68 Pro. 

This powerful drone is a 4K travel-friendly camera that can capture your precious moments 

swiftly, at an extraordinary angle. With varieties of drones being offered in the market, this drone 

will satisfy your needs in a high-quality drone camera. LSRC E68 Pro drone is your companion 

for every moment that you create. 

 

Foldable Design 
With its foldable design feature, it is convenient to take it anywhere you go. Bring your creativity 

to life, anytime and anywhere.  

 

4K Camera 
The 4K camera feature of this drone creates a fine color restoration and clear images that are of 

the highest quality. It is suitable for professional photography that requires exceptional touch to 

it.  

 

Wind Resistant 
Enjoy a smooth and serene flight with your drone even at its rapid speed. It has a slender 

fuselage to endure the motion in the air to minimize its drag, giving you a satisfying flight.  

 

Real-Time Image Transmission 
This drone is equipped with a 2.4GHz frequency signal and a 150-meter remote control distance 

so you can see the wonders of beauty that a drone can capture even alone. Using this feature 

allows you to see the viewpoint of the drone.  

 

Easy to Operate 
Worry no more if you are a newbie in using a drone. LSRC E68 Pro is user-friendly and easy to 

operate. Just a few clicks are all you need to share the moments of your life.  

 

Altitude Holding 
Altitude holding is one unique feature of the LSRC E68 Pro to ensure a safe flight for your 

drone. Maintaining the altitude of the drone helps you in getting smooth and sharp shots as 

possible.  

 

Video Editor 
Sharing our moments means sharing our life. With this video editor feature, you can easily create 

a video that has an extra oomph to it. Besides adding music and filter, you can also immediately 

share your video.  

 

Trajectory Flight 
The drone is able to fly by itself by setting custom points on a route. By that, you can focus on 

taking a fine stable image that you need.  

APP Control 



With the continuous development of technology, you can now command your drone to do 

specific tasks such as turning and taking off using the speech control function. By that, you are 

furtherly utilizing the convenience being offered by drones.  

 

Longer Battery Life 
Enjoy a longer flight time with your drone equipped with longer battery life. With its flight time 

of 15 minutes in a 150-distance, you will now have more time to capture your moments.  

 

One Key Take-Off and Landing 
If you're worried about your drone being so far away from you, one click is all you need for it to 

return to its home. The one key take-off and landing feature helps the beginners in operating the 

drone swiftly.  

 

Gesture Photo/Video 
The gesture control identifies human movement. So no more remote needed, strike a pose to take 

a photo or record a video. A feature that is perfect for when you are traveling alone.  

 

 


